Abstract. To encompass fuzzy information, a classical multi-criteria decision-making (MCDM) method called analytic hierarchy process(AHP) was often extended into a fuzzy multi-criteria decision-making (FMCDM) method called fuzzy analytic hierarchy process (FAHP) to solve decision-making problems. Practically, some approaches supposed that partial FMCDM problems had dependent evaluation criteria, and the above methods might not be fitted in the FMCDM problems with dependent evaluation criteria. To resolve the tie, we apply fuzzy quality function deployment (FQFD) in yielding evaluation criteria weights of FAHP because FQFD can present the characteristic of dependent evaluation criteria. In FQFD, we use a linguistic pair-wise comparison matrix on customer demand qualities to express relative weights of varied items. The pair-wise comparison matrix in deriving priority weights belongs to FAHP computation. Additionally, linguistic relations between customer demand qualities and service development capabilities are displayed through a relation matrix. All linguistic assessments of the two matrices above are converted into fuzzy numbers. Then the related weights of customer demand qualities and the relation matrix between customer demand qualities and service development capabilities by FQFD are integrated into criteria weights. The criteria weights are multiplied by criteria ratings of an alternative and then aggregated to be the alternative performance index. Alternatives are ranked according their performance indices. Based on above, FMCDM problems with dependent evaluation criteria are solved by associating FQFD with FAHP.
Introduction
Decision-making is an essential practice to find the best alternative from numerous feasible alternatives. Additionally, decision-making with some evaluation criteria is multi-criteria decision-making (MCDM) [6] . In MCDM, evaluation ratings and criteria weights, assessed by linguistic terms [4, 5] and then converted into fuzzy numbers [16] , belong to fuzzy multi-criteria decision-making (FMCDM) [1] . To solve FMCDM problems, past approaches [15] extended analytic hierarchy process(AHP) [11] under fuzzy environment into fuzzy analytic hierarchy process (FAHP). In the past, Saaty proposed several approximating solutions [13] to derive related evaluation ratings and weights in the pair-wise comparison matrices for resolving AHP tie. The approximating solutions are useful to AHP computation, but the above solutions are only fitted in AHP under certain environment. In addition, evaluation criteria in AHP are mutually independent. As criteria in MCDM are not totally dependent, AHP is inadequate to yield the kind of MCDM problems. Thus Saaty proposed analytic network process (ANP) [12] to solve the problems where criteria in MCDM are dependent. Undoubtedly, ANP may be applied in evaluation criteria with dependence and feedback, but ANP is harder and more complex than AHP under certain environment. Likewise, fuzzy analytic network process (FANP) [2] is more difficult in extension than FAHP. To avoid the ties above, we combine fuzzy quality function deployment (FQFD) with FAHP in this paper for yielding FMCDM problems with dependent evaluation criteria. Quality function deployment (QFD) [3] is a technique to associate customer demand qualities with service development capabilities, and thus applied in MCDM to derive evaluation criteria weights as evaluation criteria are partially dependent. Based on above, we associate FQFD [9, 14] with FAHP [15] to be a FMCDM method being one of hybrid methods [10] to solve FMCDM problem.
Mathematical Preliminaries
In this section, related fuzzy notions [16] 
U be a utility representative function for fuzzy numbers. Then ) ( A U presents a utility representative value of fuzzy number A by yielding extended preference relation of A over zero [15] , that is, .
FMCDM Associating FQFD with FAHP
In this section, a FMCDM is constructed on associating FQFD with FAHP. In FAHP, computing priority vectors for fuzzy pair-wise comparison matrices is generally difficult. Saaty's approximating solutions [13] , especially for normalization of row arithmetic averages(NRA), are easy in computation for AHP under certain environment. However, the approximating solutions extended to fuzzy environment will be difficult. In the proposed FMCDM, we utilize a similar NRA computation to derive the priority vectors of fuzzy pair-wise comparison matrices.
Suppose 
Therefore, WD = In addition, the random indices(R.I.) [11] of varied ranks proposed by Saaty are shown in Table 1 . 
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be a fuzzy pair-wise comparison matrix for comparing alternatives based on the j th criterion, where
is fuzzy rating ratio of alternative r over alternative s on the criterion j , and srj G = 1 ) (
The rating priority of alternative r on criterion j (= n ,... 
Then the priority vector of all alternatives on criterion j is j G =
, where 
Summarizing all values of C.I. and R.I., 
Generally, C.R.H.<0.1 stands for that the whole hierarchy structure conforms rating consistency. Let G stand for rating priority matrix of m alternatives on n criteria, where G = 
A Numerical Example of Selecting A New Credit Card
Suppose that a bank administrator desires to develop a new credit card for raising consumer service in the bank [14] . The bank service department will find the best credit card from three feasible projects A1,A2,A3. The department supposes that convenience (D1), repayment(D2) and safeness(D3) are customer demand qualities derived from potential consumers, and
are fuzzy importance levels of D1,D2,D3. In the numerical example, thirty consumers utilize linguistic terms to express their opinions in relative importance levels. Then the thirty consumers' linguistic opinions are converted and aggregated into a fuzzy pair-wise comparing matrix shown in Table 2 . According to C.I.=0.019 and R.I.=0.58, C.R. of customer demand qualities is 0.033<0.1.
In addition, fame(C1), function(C2), credit(C3), promotion(C4), fees(C5) and image(C6) are six service development capabilities used for being alternatives criteria, and W1,W2,…,W6 are corresponding fuzzy criteria weights. Linguistic relationship strength ratings for three customer demand qualities on the six service development capabilities measured by ten experts through linguistic terms to express their opinions of relationship strength. Then the experts' linguistic strength ratings are converted and aggregated into fuzzy relation matrix shown in Table 3 . The bank marketing department can integrate the entries Table 2 of and Table 3 Through entries of Table 4 , C.R. of projects on fame is 0.072<0.1 due to C.I.=0.042 and R.I.=0.58, C.R. of projects on function is 0.092<0.1 due to C.I.=0.053 and R.I.=0.58, C.R. of projects on credit is 0.077<0.1 due to C.I.=0.045 and R.I.=0.58, C.R. of projects on promotion is 0.096<0.1 due to C.I.=0.056 and R.I.=0.58, C.R. of projects on fees is 0.087<0.1 due to C.I.=0.050 and R.I.=0.58, and C.R. of projects on image is 0.087<0.1 due to C.I.=0.050 and R.I.=0.58. Aggregating all values of C.I. above, corresponding R.I. and related coefficients, C.R.H.=0.059<0.1. Thus the FMCDM problem can be evaluated by FAHP. Combining the priorities of Table 4 A is the best one of the three projects to develop the new credit card.
Conclusions
In this paper, we associate FQFD with FAHP to solve FMCDM problems. Through associating FQFD with FAHP, FAHP in the method substitutes for FANP to resolve the problems with dependent criteria. Practically, the method is simpler on operation than FANP and thus the method is more reasonable than FANP for decision maker in application. In addition, the number of the pair-wise comparison matrices under fuzzy environment is only decided by the items' number in hierarchy structure of FAHP and it is not necessary to consider decision makers' number. In the illustrated example, the pair-wise comparison matrix number is only one for three quality items on credit card although the consumers' number is thirty, and the number of pair-wise comparison matrices is six for three projects on six criteria although the branch managers' number is fifteen. In traditional AHP, the former number is one times thirty, and the later number is six times fifteen. As the decision makers' number is many, the pair-wise comparison matrices' number will be also many for traditional AHP. The operation for numerous pair-wise comparison matrices is hard. However, the number of pair-wise comparison matrices in our method is all the same whether the decision makers' number is small or many. Therefore, the method associates FQFD with FAHP to solve FMCDM problems rationally and conveniently.
